STREICHER has designed an innovative welding
tractor for pipeline construction
The STREICHER welding tractor has been designed from
scratch based on practical requirements. The use of a
technologically advanced electric drive system eliminates
the need for one of the two diesel engines normally used,
thus minimising fuel consumption and CO2 emissions, as
well as operating and maintenance costs. One special
feature is that the entire electric drive system and the
crane are operated with a single, combined radio remote
control. This concept leads to more safety, as the operator
has the flexibility to choose his position to have an
overview of all the activities on the site. Another priority
was to meet the growing demands of environmental
protection, especially in sensitive areas, by keeping the

the TANAP. Swiss Approval provided inspection services

ground pressure remarkably low.

according to the approved Inspection and Test Plan [ITP]
and issued the final inspection certificate to authorities and
insurance companies for the whole pipeline section. The
highly qualified inspection team, in collaboration with the
vendor’s quality team, was in the “front line” in order to
guarantee the conformity of construction with the client’s
specifications and national legislations.

New Contracts Awarded to Techfem in 2021
The year got off to a good start for the construction
supervision and pre-commissioning business units
of Techfem. Snam Rete Gas and Techfem signed three
construction management and supervision contracts for
the 16” Mestre-Trieste (2 lots out of 3) and the 26” San
The use of a low-maintenance crawler chassis with

Salvo-Biccari (1 lot out of 3) high pressure gas pipeline

generous ground clearance and fording depth completes

replacement projects. The activities will flow into 2023.

the concept of this innovative welding tractor. The

Moreover, London-based Saipem Ltd., awarded Techfem

generator provides the power needed to drive the tractor,

the offshore pre-commissioning campaign of the Baltic

to power the welding generator and to operate the crane.

Pipe Project, a strategic gas interconnector between

The variable platform design offers space for project-

Denmark and Poland. Techfem will set up temporary

specific welding technology including, if necessary,

sites in both landfalls to perform, among other services,

compressor and gas bottle systems as well as transport

the hydraulic test of the 36” 275 km offshore section,

and material boxes, and electrode ovens. Several

scheduled for completion in 2022.

Streicher welding tractors are already in use on pipeline
projects in Europe, while another spread is currently in
production.

Swiss Approval International - the Authorised
Inspection Body for TAP
Swiss Approval International inspection & certification body
is proud to have been part of the successfully completed
Trans Adriatic Pipeline (TAP), as the only unconditionally
authorised third party inspection body, for the 400 km
of 48’’ pipeline in Northern Greece, constructed by JV
Bonatti - J&P Avax (sections 2-3), which transports natural
gas from the Caspian region to Europe by connecting to
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